Free for Life International:
Career Mentor Program
Are you interested in making a
difference in the life of a survivor
of human trafficking? The Free for
Life
International
(FFLI)
Career
Mentor Program matches skilled
professionals with recipients of
FFLI' s Survivor Scholarship. Each
scholarship recipient is paired with
a mentor that has experience in
their field of study. As a FFLI
mentor, volunteers in this program
have an opportunity to pass on the
lessons they have learned through
their
own
professional
and
personal experiences. Mentors are
important pieces of our scholarship
recipients' support systems while
they navigate higher education and
the job market post-graduation.

What Does it take to be a Mentor?
Application Process:

Complete the FFLI Mentor
Application & a background check
Complete the FFLI Mentor traumainformed Training video &
certification quiz
Official Mentor Requirements:

YOUR POTENTIAL IMPACT:
As a FFLI mentor, you will have an
amazing chance to directly make a
difference in the lives of survivors of
human trafficking. Oftentimes, survivors
are not able to access the same
connections and networks in higher
education that are available to more
traditional students. This means that
they may lack the inside-knowledge of
an industry or career field they are
interested in pursuing. This absence in
knowledge can negatively impact their
critical
career
and
professional
development, and a mentee’s ability to
successfully secure a position in their
career field post-graduation - but as a
mentor, you can help change that!

Commit to meeting with a mentee at
least 1x a month
Submit semester reports
Report any concerns or issues to the
FFLI team
Have an open mind & understanding
heart

HEAR FROM OUR CURRENT MENTORS:
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND THIS PROGRAM

"[My mentee] and I have built

AMY P.

great trust and care with each other. [We

are] in consistent contact and [she] leans on me for help and suggestions
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with school and her professional life. [This program] is incredibly
rewarding and impactful."

meaningful our
talks are. She emailed me today, just to check on me. I appreciate that
so much."

KIM W.

"It wasn't easy at first, but the more we talk, the more

What to Expect as a Mentor:
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Social Work
Political Science

Interview skills
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and more!

Public speaking skills
Time management
Organization skills
Stress management
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Email: delaney.dickey@freeforlifeintl.org
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